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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
This report contains the results of the second phase of the S-Band
Antenna Phased Array Communications System (SPACS II) program sponsored by
the Electromagnetic Systems Branch of NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
under contract NAS9-14485. The system requirements, module test data, and
S-band phased array subsystem test data will be discussed in this report.
Many instances of spacecraft-to-spacecraft communications (e.g., space-
craft/relay satellite and shuttle/pay!oad) may require a medium amount of
antenna gain for successful implementation. Of the two approaches to
achieving antenna gain (i.e., mechanically steered reflector or electroni-
cally steered phased array), the phased array approach offers the greatest
simplicity and lowest cost (size, weight, power, and dollars) for this medium
gain. This report describes a competitive system design as well as hardware
evaluation which will lead to timely availability of this technology for
implementing such a system.
The objectives of the SPACS II contract are:
To ' bricate and test six engineering model transmit/receive
microelectronics modules.
To design, fabricate, and test one dc and logic multilayer
manifold.
To integrate and test an S-band phased array antenna sub-
system composed of antenna elements, seven T/R modules,
RF manifolds and dc manifold.
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The developmental requirements under this contract consisted of
fabricating and testing five additional T/R modules identical to those
developed under NASA contract NAS9-14196 with Johnson Space Center,
developing and testing one T/R module similar to the five above but with an
additional L-band capability, designing and testing a dc and logic multilayer
manifold for use with these modules, integrating all the hardware developed
under NAS9-14196 and this contract (NAS9-14485) into an S-band phased array
antenna subsystem, and testing this subsystem.
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jl SECTION II
ANTENNA ARRAY SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The antenna array subsystem requirements are based upon the set of
system parameters outlined in Table 2-1. These requirements are closely
keyed to using the existing technology developed under NASA Contract NAS8-
25847 with MSFC. The system parameters have been updated several times
during the course of this contract to reflect current JSC design requirements.
The system configuration envisions placement of at least four antenna
arrays approximately 10.68 inches in diameter mounted on the spacecraft as
shown in Figure 2-1.
A basic system block diagram is shown in Figure 2-2. To minimize the
interface and most easily compliment the radio systems and onboard computer,
the RF and computer signals and dc power will feed this system from a central
point. (A configuration alternative might use multiple-point interface for
redundancy at the expense of weight, power, and cost.) The radio system
interface consists of a nominal transmitter input of +29 dBm at S-band and a
receive output which feeds a transponder with a noise figure less than 8 dB.
As noted in Table 2-1, the receive system also operates at L-band, but with
degraded noise figure and gain.
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Table 2-1. System Design Parameters
Transmit frequencies
Transmit EIRP (on boresight)
Transmit EIRP (scan angles)1




Receive antenna gain (on boresight)
Receive antenna gain (60-degree scan)
Antenna beamwidth (on boresight)
Array receive electronic gain S-band
Array diameter
Coverage
Array thickness (including array
steering controller but not power
supply)
Weight (four-array system less cables)
DC power (one array including controller)




Normal TPS bondline temperature near
faceplate in front of antenna
Surface curvature
2217.5 and 2287.5 MHz
24 dBw
18 dBw
30 dBm maximum; 28 dBm minimum
2041.9 and 2106.4 MHz
1775.5 and 1831.8 MHz






10.68 inches (main body)
Maximized for four arrays on a
200-inch cylinder
6 inches
50 pounds (four arrays)
130 watts







 70- by 50-degree elliptical scan with 70-degree scan along X-axis.
2
 With ±11-MHz spread spectrum at each S-band receive frequency.
3































ANTENNAS MOUNTED AT »0 DECREE
INTERVALS AROUND VEHICLE
Figure 2-2. System Concept, Central Control
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SECTION III
T/R MODULE DESIGN AND EVALUATION
A. OUTER MODULE (P/N SK 784010-1) EVALUATION
The five additional T/R modules for the outer rows of antenna elements
were the same design and construction as the module developed under NASA
Contract NAS9-14196 for JSC. Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 are photographs of
this module, which is composed of 3-bit switched line transmitter and receiver
phase shifters, a three-stage transmitter power amplifier, a transmitter
ferrite isolator, an MIC transmitter edge-coupled filter, a three-port ferrite
circulator duplexer, a receiver combline filter, and a receiver three-stage
low-noise amplifier.
The specifications and test procedures for the T/R modules developed
under this contract are given in Texas Instruments drawing number SKDD 301
(Appendix A of this report). The individual outer module test data for the
five outer modules (MSN 003, 004, 005, 006, and 007) built under this contract
are given in drawing number SKDD 302 (Appendix B). Also included is the
SPACS I outer module (MSN 001 built under NASA Contract NAS9-14196) test data.
The transmitter side of all six modules built under this contract went
together well and the test data was very close to the data obtained from the
original breadboard module built under NAS9-14196. The transmitter test data
for all seven modules used for this array subsystem is summarized in Table 3-1.
As seen in this table, all the modules either met or were close to the contract
design goals. The module transmitter input VSWR averaged 1.5:1, transmitter
power output averaged +35 dBm, and transmitter gain averaged 22 dB. The
module-to-module phase standard deviation averaged between 16 and 21 degrees.
The design goal for this phase variation was less than one-half the smallest
bit (which is 45 degrees).
The receiver side of all six modules built under this contract did not
work as well as the original breadboard module built under NAS9-14196. The
basic problem in the receiver area was the Avantek AT-4641 transistor shipment.
The microwave parameters of the devices received on this contract were different
from the microwave parameters of the devices received under NAS9-14196. The
microwave par ters involved were the transistor S-parameter windows and the
required source impedance for best noise performance. These differences
caused the gain, gain flatness, and noise figure of the receiver side of the
modules to be worse than the original breadboard module (MSN 001). The only
way to improve performance on the present contract was to reorder all transis-
tors, redesign the low-noise amplifier circuit, and reoptimize the receiver
interfaces. Because this improvement would have required increased time and
money and because timely execution of the contract was critical to supply
antenna array data to NASA, module receiver performance was somewhat degraded





































Figure 3-2. SPACS II Outer Module and Cover
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To ensure that this problem does not reoccur in any future work,
stricter specifications will be placed on the transistor S-parameter windows
and source impedance for best noise figure. However, these stricter speci-
fications will double the price of the AT-4641 transistors. Also, for any
future module work, a variable thin-film attenuator will be placed in the
output of the low-noise amplifier to allow adjustment of the module receiver
gain. This should ensure that the receiver side of the module will have 30 dB
of gain with ±l-dB maximum variation from module to module.
The receiver test data for the seven modules used for this array sub-
system is summarized in Table 3-2, which shows that all the modules either
met or were close to the contract design goals. The module receiver input
VSWR averaged 2.1:1, receiver noise figure averaged between 5.3 and 6.0 dB,
and receiver gain averaged 31.6 dB. Phase variations were between 20 to 30
degrees. The noise figure exceeded the design goal of 5.0 dB because of the
transistor problem previously mentioned. The module-to-module phase variation
also exceeded the goal of 22.5 degrees, and the module-to-module gain vari-
ation was greater than the design goal of ±1 dB. Again, this was due to the
transistor problem previously discussed.
As shown by the data sheets in Appendix B, the module receivers have
low intermodulation products and 1-dB compression points between +1 and
+10 dBm, and work under fully duplexed operation with the transmitter and
receiver used at the same time. With the exception of the low-noise transistor
problem, the outer modules performed as expected and met the majority of
design goals.
B. INNER MODULE (P/N SK 446962-1) DESIGN AND EVALUATION
One center module was built using existing circuits from the previously
discussed outer modules. The center module did not have a requirement for
phase shifters in either the transmitter or receiver sections. In place of
the 3-bit phase shifters, simple phase adjust networks were used in the
transmitter and receiver. The center module had the additional capability of
receiving L-band signals at 1775.5 MHz and 1831.8 MHz, and outputting these
signals through a separate RF connector.
Figures 3-4 and 3-5 are photographs of the completed center module.
This center module is similar to the outer modules but is 1 inch longer
because of the extra circuitry required.
The transmit phase adjust network shown in the figures consists of four
spurline phase adjustment (analog) sections, with each capable of being ad-
justed from 10 to 100 degrees in 5-degree increments. This adjustment takes
place by moving welded gold ribbons up or down the spurlines as required.
The transmit phase adjustment network is designed to provide ±180 electrical
degrees of adjustment to ensure its phase length is close to that of the
other six outer modules. A 2-dB thin-film pad is mounted on the phase adjust
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Figure 3-5. SPACS II Center Module, Oblique View
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original phase shifter circuit, this attenuator is required to ensure that the
input drive power to the three-stage power amplifier remains the same as the
other six modules. Most of the module circuits, including the phase adjust
circuit, are built using MIC construction on A1203 ceramic substrates. ANA
data taken on a transmit phase adjust network is shown in Table 3-3.
The receiver phase adjust network (Figures 3-4 and 3-5) consists of three
spurline phase adjustment (analog) sections, with one capable of being adjusted
from 10 to 110 degrees in 5-degree increments, and the other two sections
capable of being adjusted from 10 to 140 degrees in 5-degree increments. This
adjustment takes place by moving welded gold ribbons up or down the spurlines
as required. The receiver phase adjust network is designed to provide ±180
electrical degrees of adjustment to ensure its phase length is close to that
of the other six outer modules. A 50-ohm transmission line is also included
on the receiver phase adjust circuit. This line routes the L-band receive
signal from the L-band circulator to the L-band filter. The receive phase
adjust network also uses microstrip construction techniques.
The thin-film pad used on the transmit phase adjust network is not in-
cluded as part of the receiver phase adjust network. This is because there
is approximately 1 dB of extra loss already in the receiver section due to
the extra L-band circulator and 50-ohm routing lines. This already puts the
gain of the center module receiver section close to that of the outer modules.
ANA data was taken on the receive phase adjust network. Its loss was approxi-
mately 0.8 dB with a 1.2:1 VSWR.
The L-band circulator shown in Figure 3-4 properly routes the S-band
and L-band receive signals. On receive, a signal enters the S-band duplexing
circulator and is routed to the L-band circulator. The L-band circulator
then routes the receive signal to the receiver combline filter.
If the receive signal is an S-band signal (2041.9 MHz or 2106.4 MHz),
it passes through the receiver combline filter, is amplified, and passes out
through the S-band receiver output RF connector. If the receive signal is an
L-band signal (1775.5 MHz or 1831.8 MHz), it is reflected from the combline
filter back to the L-band circulator. From the L-band circulator, the L-band
receive signal is routed over the receive phase adjust network to the L-band
MIC filter and through the L-band filter to the L-band output RF connector.
The ANA test data taken on the L-band circulator is shown in Tables 3-4 and
3-5.
The L-band MIC filter shown in Figure 3-4 is an interdigitated type
adapted from the AESPA contract NAS8-25847 with MSFC. This filter is a six-
section (n = 6 resonators) Chebyshev bandpass design using microstrip con-
struction on 0.025-inch-thick alumina ceramic. The length of the resonators
is approximately a quarter wavelength at a center frequency of 1800 MHz. In
an interdigitated design, each resonator is grounded at one end and open at
the other end. This pattern is staggered across the filter as shown by
Figure 3-6. This filter must have approximately ?-dB insertion loss at L-band





Table 3-3. Transmit Phase Adjust Circuit,
Automatic Network Analyzer Test Data










































































































































































































Table 3-4. L-Band Circulator (P/N 1419-1123),
Automatic Network Analyzer Test Data for Through Path
Conn device - TRAK L-band circulator; P/N 1419-1123; S/N 72105, port 2 to


















































































































































































































































Table 3-5. L-Band Circulator (P/N 1419-1123),
Automatic Network Analyzer Test Data for Isolated Path
Port 3 to Port 2
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Figure 3-6. L-Band MIC Interdigitated Filter Topology
ANA test data on this L-band filter is shown in Table 3-6. This data
shows that the filter had less than 2-dB loss at 1775.5 and 1831.8 MHz. Also,
it averaged over 40 dB of rejection across the S-band transmit and receive
frequencies.
The specifications and test procedures for the inner T/R module are
also given by Texas Instruments drawing number SKDD 301 (Appendix A). The
individual module test data for the center module (MSN 002) built under this
contract is given as drawing number SKDD 302 (Appendix C). A summary of the
S-band transmitter and receiver data was included in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 for
comparison with the other modules built under this contract. The module L-
band receive loss was 3.75 dB at 1775.5 MHz and 3.39 dB at 1831.8 MHz, which
meets the module design goal of less than 4 dB.
As with outer modules, the transmitter side of the center module went
together well and met all of the design parameters. The receiver side of the
center module had the same problems with respect to gain uniformity, gain
flatness, and noise figure as previously discussed for the outer modules.
3-14 Equipment Group
Table 3-6. L-Band MIC Interdigitated Filter,
Automatic Network Analyzer Test Data
Conn device; L-band filter; P/N SK446972-1; S/N 5; 5/13/75; DRD










































































































































































































































































































































C. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary, the modules went together well and met the majority of design
parameters. There was no problem with the transmitter side of the modules,
which had performance data very close to the original breadboard module
(MSN 001).
The receiver section had a few problems originating in the AT-4641
transistor shipment. Overall, the receiver met the majority of design para-
meters and worked well enough to give good antenna array performance. The
following list describes the areas in the receiver side that need improvement
for the next module design.
1. Add a variable thin-film attenuator pad between the low-noise
amplifier and the receiver phase shifter so that module receiver
gain can be set at 30 ±1 dB. This will ensure a more uniform
module-to-module gain.
2. Place tighter specification windows on the low-noise amplifier
AT-4641 transistors. This will ensure that the gain flatness
and noise figures will be met for a given low-noise amplifier
circuit design. The parameters to be more restrictive are
the S parameters (especially Sn and S2z) and source
impedance for optimum low-noise figure.
3. Add grounding posts at quarter-wave intervals in the module
(especially on the receiver side) to prevent any spurious
oscillations due to cavity-type moding.
4. Add a grounding clip between the combline filter and the
module cover for better grounding on this unit, which will
result in better transmitter rejection.
5. Improve the phase alignment test procedure for better
module-to-module phase length uniformity. Overall,
transmit and receive phase length variations should be
reduced to less than ±10 degrees.
With these improvements incorporated into future SPACS modules, better
array performance can be assured. These improvements should reduce overall






DC AND LOGIC MANIFOLD DEVELOPMENT
f
4
 The second major item developed on this contract is a dc and logic
mutlilayer board (MLB) manifold. All dc and logic signals enter the array
through a 31-pin MS connector located on the array outer housing. The
; connector pin assignment is detailed in Texas Instruments drawing number
SK446943. From this connector, all dc and logic signals are routed to the dc
i and logic manifold through a short wiring harness. The details of this
wiring harness are covered by Texas Instruments drawing number SK446985.
This wiring harness has two branches. All dc signals enter a 15-pin miniature
connector located on the dc and logic manifold (pin assignments for this
connector are detailed in Texas Instruments drawing number SK446979). All
logic signals enter a 31-pin miniature connector located on the dc and logic
manifold (pin assignments for this connector are detailed in Texas Instruments
drawing number SK446980).
In future contracts, a small steering controller will be developed
. capable of taking five serial logic commands as inputs and converting them to
the proper logic commands to input to each of the six T/R microelectronics
modules. This steering controller module will eventually plug into the 31-
pin logic connector on the dc and logic manifold.
i The dc and logic manifold takes the major dc and logic input signals
from the array input connector and properly routes them to each of the seven
modules. In addition to the two connectors already described, the dc and
. logic manifold has seven additional 15-pin miniature connectors. The pin
assignment for six of these connectors is detailed by Texas Instruments
drawing number SK446982, and the seventh connector is covered by Texas
Instruments drawing number SK446981.
4
Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show the dc and logic manifold designed, fabricated,
and tested on this contract. As shown by these figures, three clearance holes
for each module are drilled in the dc and logic manifold to provide access to
the RF connectors that go to the transmit manifold, receive manifold, and
. antenna elements.
The dc and logic manifold, constructed of 12 conductor layers, is 10.4
inches in dia,,,ci.er and 0.095 inch thick. It contains six plastic insulating
sheets with copper on both sides of the sheet. After etching each conductor
layer with the proper artwork, the sheets are bonded together with glass
cloth and epoxy adhesive. Holes that feed through to connect each of the
proper layers are plated through using special techniques. Detailed dimensions
















Figure 4-2. SPACS II DC and Logic Manifold, Top View
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After routing and drilling the clearance holes, a special plating
material is deposited on the outer ground planes. Following fabrication, the
board is checked with an ohmmeter to ensure good electrical continuity. The
interconnection diagram is covered in Texas Instruments drawing number
SK446988.
After checkout, the manifold miniature connectors are installed and
soldered into place. Following assembly, final electrical tests and mechanical
inspections are performed in accordance with Texas Instruments drawing number
SKDD 501 (Appendix D). These tests and inspections ensure overall compati-
bility with the array requirements.
The 12 individual conductor layers that make up the dc and logic mani-
fold are listed in Table 4-1.



























































Some layers are purely conductor planes (solid conductors) and other layers
have signal lines etched on them. ,
In summary, the dc and logic manifold was designed, built, and tested.
It performed well electrically and was mechanically compatible with the rest
of the array hardware, including the T/R microelectronics modules. All dc }
paths have sufficient safety margins to carry the required current levels. All '.
logic signal paths provide sufficient isolation to prevent signal crosstalk
between layers. The dc and logic manifold works perfectly. *





ARRAY INTEGRATION AND SUBSYSTEM TESTS
f
i A. ARRAY INTEGRATION
{ The third major task required by the contract was the integration and
i testing of all antenna subsystem hardware developed for Contract NAS9-14196
with the hardware developed for this contract. The hardware involved with
, this effort is listed below:
Antenna elements and balun board
Transmit RF manifold
• Receive RF manifold
DC and logic manifold
One BB T/R outer module
Five EM T/R outer modules
One EM T/R center module
Array housing
Short array wiring harness
Three RF semirigid cables
Finned heats ink and fan.
No problems were encountered during hardware integration; all hardware
was compatible from both mechanical and electrical standpoints. The only
minor difficulty encountered during testing was the array overheating. The
array was tested on an outdoor antenna range with temperatures reaching 105°F.
In addition, RF-absorbing insulation was placed around the back of the array
to prevent reflections when using the standard gain horn reference unit. This
material prevented any air flow around the array. The array will eventually
have a liquid-cooled heatsink incorporated as an integral part of the unit.
To prevent the breadboard array from overheating during testing, a finned
heatsink and fan (+26 Vdc at 180 mA) was added to the back of the array. This
reduced the a*-- >y temperature from 60°C to 30°C.
Figures 5-1 through 5-5 show the integrated antenna subsystem configura-
1
 tion that was tested. Overall array dimensions, including the finned heatsink,
are 10 inches in diameter (array body) by 7 inches deep. Final weight of the
shipped array was 17 pounds.
B. ANTENNA ARRAY SUBSYSTEM TESTS
The SPACS II antenna array subsystem was tested on an outdoor antenna




























RF OUTPUT CONNECTOR(<+10 DBM)
Figure 5-2. SPACS II Antenna Subsystem,














Figure 5-5. SPACS II Antenna Subsystem,
Partially Assembled
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ground plane (Figure 5-6) which was then attached to an antenna positioner on
antenna range number 4 (Figure 5-7).
i
Standard microwave signal generators and amplifiers were used to drive
i the array and standard gain reference horns. The SPACS II array was powered
( from commercial power supplies located on the ground. The dc and logic signals
were supplied to the array at the top of the positioner boom through a special
35-foot umbilical cord. The dc and logic signals were generated and controlled
i by two manual control boxes located on the ground.
4
The SPACS II antenna array subsystem was tested according to test
procedure SKDD401 (Appendix E). Final data is summarized on the data sheets
i included in this appendix.
The four antenna array S-band transmit patterns for the subsystem are
shown in Figure 5-8, the four S-band receive patterns are shown in Figure 5-9,
and the four central (single) element L-band receive patterns are shown in
, Figure 5-10.
Table 5-1 contains a summary of these patterns. Compare these results
with the array design goals listed in Table 2-1. The S-band transmitter EIRP
design goals are 24 dBW on boresight and 18 dBW for 50- and 70-degree scan
angles in the roll and azimuth planes respectively. The array comes very
close to meeting these requirements within the measurement accuracy of the
test equipment. The S-band receiver gain design goals are 31.5 dB on bore-
sight and 25.5 dB at 50- and 70-degree scan angles in the roll and azimuth
planes respectively. The array exceeds these goals by at least 8 dB. The
L-band receive gain design goal was a 0-dB gain omni antenna followed by a
4-dB module loss and a 0.5-dB cable and connector loss. According to the
data in Table 5-1, these figures are also very close to the design goals.
C. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A review of the SPACS II antenna array subsystem antenna patterns and
data shows that overall performance is good. The transmitter gain and EIRP
values are very close to the design goals, and the receiver gain values
greatly exceed the design goals. In general, array integration and tests
went smoothly.
The following recommendations are suggested for future studies and tests
on the array suosystem:
1. Obtain more antenna data at additional frequencies and planes
of cut off the major axis.
2. Conduct antenna noise figure (or temperature) measurements.
3. Measure array dynamic steering performance. Look for changes




Figure 5-6. SPACS II Antenna Array Subsystem,
















Figure 5-7. Antenna Range Number 4 with
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Figure 5-8. SPACS II Seven-Element Antenna Array
Subsystem Transmit Patterns
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Figure 5-9. SPACS II Seven-Element Antenna Array
Subsystem Receive Patterns
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Figure 5-10. SPACS II Array, Central (Single)
Passive Antenna Element Receive Patterns



























































Figure 5-10. (Page 3 of 4)
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Table 5-1. Summary of SPACS II Antenna
Array Subsystem Performance
Frequency



























































































































































4. Find the optimum steering algorithms to reduce phase
transients.
5. Experiment with the shuttle IPS material in front of the
array to study any effects on gain, phase, and antenna
patterns.
6. Transmit and receive phase-modulated signals through the
array to study the effect of the array on signals.
7. Perform array receive experiments using spread spectrum
signals to see the effects of the array.




 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
I
I This section summarizes the October 1975 status of the phased array
development work for NASA Johnson Space Center under contract NAS9-14485.
/ The example array application is the Space Shuttle Orbiter. The phased array
j development is known by the acronym SPACS which stands for S-band phased
' array communication system. SPACS was developed as a research program to
improve the operation of the TDRSS to orbiter link and provide data with which
to compare the baseline system. If adopted, it would be a part of the S-band
» network equipment.
; The S-band communication system on the Space Shuttle is the voice and
; data link between the Shuttle and TDRSS (relay) satellite.
B. ENGINEERING MODEL SPACS II ANTENNA ARRAY SUBSYSTEM
:
 The following list presents the four major tasks required by this contract:
' 1. Fabricate and test five outer modules identical to the one
; designed and built under NASA contract NAS9-14196.
2. Design, build, and test a center module with additional
L-band receive capability and having no S-band transmit
or receive phase shifters.
3. Design, build, and test a dc and logic multilayer manifold
compatible with array and module requirements.
4. Integrate all hardware built under NASA contracts NAS9-14196
•, and NAS9-14485 into an antenna array subsystem and perform
the major antenna tests on this subsystem.
All these tasks were completed and a summary of these tasks has been
discussed in *his report. Overall, the performance on these tasks was very
good.
Table 6-1 shows an abbreviated description of the SPACS performance
based on SPACS II measurements. Unlike a mechanically scanned antenna, the
gain of an electronically scanned antenna varies with scan. The values of the
,. figures of merit employed, EIRP, and gain noise temperature figure contain
this variation and are stated as worst case values at the edge of coverage as
well as at the broadside. Gains and module power outputs used in Table 6-1
were measured in August 1975 at Texas Instruments.
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Table 6-1. Summary of SPACS II System Performance
Seven-element S-band antennas spaced at 90-degree intervals about the space-
craft (four)
Minimum EIRP over a 100 by 140
degree cone 17.5 dBW
Maximum EIRP at broadside 24 dBW
Input power level 30 dBm at switch input
(1 watt)
Minimum gain/noise temperature
over a 100 by 140 degree cone -25 dB/°K
Maximum gain/noise temperature
at broadside -18 dB/°K
Receive electronic gain 30 dB
DC power 196 watts (22 to 30 volts),
including steering
controllers
Weight 17.0 pounds each array
(four arrays)
Transmit frequencies 2217.5 and 2287.5 MHz
Receive frequencies 2041.9, 2106.4 MHz
1775.9, 1831.8 MHz
Dimensions 10.68-inch diameter by
7-inch height
Power conditioner/coordinate converter
Provides conditioned dc voltages to each array
Converts pointing angles for the system into array angles for
correct phasing of modules
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C. RISK AREAS AND IMPROVEMENTS
i The only possible risk areas for a SPACS II array are thermal environment
and vibration specifications. Under the thermal boundary conditions defined
."( for the array in this contract, a low volume liquid loop from the vehicle is
I necessary to maintain the required temperature range of the array. With this
liquid loop, all worst case missions can be met. If a liquid loop cannot be
1 supplied, several worst case hot temperature conditions could not be met, butthe majority of normal (nominal) flight missions could be met using an arrayself-contained liquid loop mounted to the bondline of the aircraft.
I . Further thermal definition and study should be conducted in coordination
» with NASA thermal designers to set all boundary conditions and thermal design
methods. The thermal liquid loop is not a great risk, but more design work
i should be done to complete design details and control methods.
The vibration requirements during reentry and launch could be a problem
j depending upon the level of vibration and axis of vibration. The present
; SPACS II array is designed for use in fighter-type aircraft (MIL-E-5400 vibra-
i tion specifications). Further study, definition, and design should be done to
ensure the SPACS flight model meets all NASA shuttle vibration requirements.
• This does not appear to be a serious risk area.
Numerous improvements on the SPACS II breadboard mechanical, electrical
and reliability performance can be made. It was not the intent of this
research contract to build a flight-qualified item. Some areas for future
improvements are reduced system weight, lower system power (higher efficiencies
in module), lower system noise temperature, and increased antenna gain. All
these areas can be improved with further work.
D. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The initial work on this development was formulated in the fall of 1973
during a technical discussion at NASA Johnson Space Center. The contract
known as SPACS I, NAS9-14196, was initiated in early summer of 1974 for develop-
ment of the antenna, feed networks and prototype module. In early 1975, sub-
sequent scope was added which called for the construction of additional modules.
That additional scope is shown in the schedule in Table 6-2. This second
contract (SPACS II, NAS9-14485) was completed in October 1975. A summary of
the major antenna array subsystem performance for this contract is shown in
Table 6-3.
The development of the SPACS array is an outgrowth of the technology
developed for NASA MSFC under contract NAS8-25847 by Texas Instruments and the
hardware under this MSFC contract was used to the maximum extent possible.
This SPACS II program was very successful and the majority of all design
goals were met. The system design outlined and detailed in this final report
'' appears to be a very competitive approach for the S-band communication system
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Table 6-2. SPACS Contract Schedule












Development and delivery of one center module
Development and delivery of five additional outer modules
Development of a dc and logic manifold
Integration and testing of the antenna array subsystem
Schedule
Contract received 3 January 1975
Received all parts 15 May 1975
Completed module assembly and test 15 July 1975
Completed dc feed network 15 June 1975 j
Completed antenna subsystem tests 15 August 1975 1






Table 6-3. SPACS II Major Antenna Subsystem Parameters
Transmitter at 2217.5 MHz and 2287.5 MHz




Receiver at 2041.9 MHz and 2106.4 MHz
Gain (electronic + antenna)
Noise figure (estimate)
Antenna Beamwidth
L-Band Receive at 1775.5 MHz and 1831.8 MHz
Center antenna gain
Module and cable loss
Array Body Diameter
Array thickness (including finned heatsink
and fan)
Weight






38 degrees (nomina l )
0 dB (nomina l )




+22 Vdc at 5.5 amperes maximum
+12 Vdc at 0.4 amperes maximum
+5 Vdc at 0.6 amperes maximum
Total power 'input = 130 watts
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for the Space Shuttle. In many areas, the SPACS system offers significant
advantages over omni and passive phased array systems.
Areas for future development are a triplexer module, a steering (logic)
controller, and dc power conditioner and coordinate converter unit. Texas
Instruments will welcome the opportunity to expand the technical foundation
laid in this effort. We are confident that continued development of the type
of spacecraft antenna array described herein will lead to a useful flight
subsystem applicable to a number of spacecraft uses including Space Shuttle,
Space Tug, and Shuttle Payload experiments.
" 6 Equipment Group ;
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SPACS II - TRANSMIT/RECEIVE MODULE TESTING
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to describe the test procedure for the SPACS II
transmit/receive microelectronics n,odule. This measured data is to be compared
to the design parameters as defined in statement of work by paragraphs 3.1
through 3.2.2.5 of the contract NAS9-14485. A summary of these requirements
is shown in the appendix of this test procedure.
MODULE TRANSMITTER TESTS
The transmitter side of the module will be tested using a Hewlett-Packard
Automatic Network Analyzer (ANA) Model 8542A modifitd for high power measurements
The measurement will be controlled by a Texas Instruments developed software
program (APAM1-1, Automatic Power Amplifier Measurement) based upon the HP8540
software series.
The test setup for this transmitter test is shown in Figure 1. An example
ANA printout is shown by Figure 2. The device under test shown in Figure 1
will be the transmitter side of the SPACS II module.
In addition to the data shown by the printout of Figure 2, current on each
of the power supply lines (+5V, +12V. and +22 volts) will be recorded from
VOM readings at the minimum (0°) phase setting for each power level. A
summary of this data will be recorded on the data sheets 1n SKDD302 labeled
Table I. The data will be taken at room temperature (25°C) only.
MODULE RECEIVER TESTS
The receiver side of the module will be tested using a Hewlett-Packard
Automatic Network Analyzer (ANA) Model 8542A under small signal conditions.
The measurement will be controlled by a HP software program AGS03.
This measurement will use the same test setup as shown in Figure 1 with the
exception of substitution of the HP 8746 Test Unit for the HP 8745 Test Unit.
An example printout of the type of data measured is shown by Figure 3. The
device-under-test shown in Figure 1 will be the receiver side of the SPACS II
module.
In addition to the data shown by the printout of Figure 3, current on the
power supply lines (t!2V and +5 volts) will be recorded from VOM readings
at the minimum (0°) phase setting. Power Input to the antenna connector
of the module will be -40 dBm to Insure that the receiver amplifier 1s
being operated in its linear (uncompressed) region.
A summary of this data will be recorded on the data sheet in SKDD302 labeled
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FIGURE 1 . AUTOMATIC NETWORK ANALYZER SYSTEM (HP8542A)































INPUT POWER LEVEL CORRECTION FACTOR, ADD +6 OBM
GAIN CORRECTION FACTOR, ADD +23 DB
OUTPUT POWER CORRECTION FACTOR, ADD +29 DBM
SPACS II MODULE - TRANSMITTER SECTION
VSWR P IN GAIN










































































2,1 INPUT POWER = -40 DBM
GAIN CORRECTION FACTOR = ADD +30 DB
NEW MEAS? Y
CONN DEVICE... 45 DEGREES SPACS II MODULE-RECEIVER SECTION
FORWARD:
FREQ REFL ANGLE RTN LS VSWR GAIN PHASE DELAY
2030.000 .521 114.6 5.7 3.171 4.59 -93.8 15.011
2041.000 .397 14.4 8.0 2.318 4.06 -153.2 14.193
2052.000 .292 -99.4 10.7 1.824 3.37 150.6 12.077
2063.000 .257 162.6 11.8 1.691 ' 3.17 102.8 12.090
2074.000 .229 53.1 12.8 1.594 3.12 54.9 13.523
2085.000 .315 -68.2 10.0 1.918 3.25 1.3 13.540
2096.000 .450 -158.2 6.9 2.637 3.47 -52.3 13.713
2107.000 .483 110.8 6.3 2.866 3.44 -106.6 15.759
2117.999 .426 -6.7 7.4 2.486 3.55 -169.0 15.759
FIGURE 3. ANA PRINTOUT FOR RECEIVER MEASUREMENT (AGS03)
SIZE CODE IOENT NO DRAWING NO
A 96214 SKDD301
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IV. RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE MEASUREMENT
The receiver side of the module will be tested using an AIL Model 75
Automatic Noise Figure Meter and an AIL Model 7010 Noise Generator. This
will be a manual test using a calibrated test setup as shown in Figure 4.
This noise figure data will be recorded on the data sheet in SKDD302
labeled Table III. The data will be taken at room temperature (25°C) only.
This data will be compared to module design goal of 4.87 dB noise figure;
the maximum module noise figure requirement is 5.33 dB.
V. RECEIVER COMPRESSION POINT MEASUREMENT
The compression characteristic of the receiver will be tested using a manual
calibrated setup as shown in Figure 5.
The 1 dB compression point will be measured and recorded on the data sheet
for each of the frequencies shown in Table III of SKDD302. This compression
data will be compared to the module design goal of +10 dBm at 1 dB compression
point.
VI. MODULE DUPLEX OPERATION TEST
The test set shown in Figure 6 will be utilized to conduct an evaluation of
the module in the fully duplexed mode. With the transmitter initially turned
off, a spectrum analyzer 1s used to establish a -40 dBm receive signal
(2041.9 MHz) at the module antenna port. The receiver output is then
monitored and the output level is measured and recorded. When the transmitter
is then enabled (2217.5 MHz) and operated into the 1.6:1 VSWR antenna load,
the receiver output levels are again measured and recorded. Under duplex
operation the receiver gain must be greater than 25 dB and there should be
no more than 3 dB variation between gain with transmitter off and gain with
transmitter on. The same test is repeated at the upper frequency band
(transmit at 2287.5 MHz, receive at 2106.4 MHz). All this data will be
summarized on the data sheet in SKDD302, Table IV.
An evaluation of intermodulation distortion will also be conducted under
fully duplexed operation. The lower band test described above will be
repeated with the 1.6:1 VSWR load replaced by a load VSWR less than 1.05:1.
The module is fully duplexed and other frequency products will be observed
to be greater than 40 dB below the receiver carrier frequency level. The
50 ohm load is replaced with the 1.6:1 VSWR mismatch and other frequency
products will be observed to be greater than 20 dB below the receive carrier
frequency. The intermodulation test will also be repeated at the upper
frequency band (transmit at 2287.5 MHz, receive at 2106.4 MHz). No Inter-
modulation products greater than 20 dB below the receive carrier frequency









































FIGURE 4. RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE TEST SETUP
(EQUIVALENT EQUIPMENT MAY BE
SUBSTITUTED)































FIGURE 5. RECEIVER COMPRESSION (1 DB) POINT TEST SETUP




















The module will also be evaluated in the fully duplexed mode i-.-ith pu'-ed
modulation on the receive carrier freouency such that a iin x/x frequency
spectrum is established with 4.6 MHz between second nulls. As viewed or. a
spectrum analyzer log display, no visible receiver distortion should occur
for the transmitter-on under duplex operation. Pictures of these modulated
receiver signals will be taken and attached to data sheets (SKDD302),
Table V. These pictures will be at both receive frequencies with transmitter
on and off. The only discernable change between transmitter on and off
should be a drop in amplitude at all t'requencies due to some receiver
compression. This will not affect receiver performance.
VII. MODULE L-BAND OPERATIONAL TEST
This test applies only to those modules with L-Ra.Tl receive capability
(center modules, SK446962-1). The L-3-sart nortion of the nodule will r-?
tested using a Hewlett-Packard ANA MctV:" K542A und«r small signal conJi ti'.-^.j.
The measurement will be controlled by a nP software program AC603.
This measurement will use the same test setup as shown in Figure 1 with the
exception of the HP8746 test unit for the HP8745 test unit. The device-
under-test will be the L-Band receive portion of the SPACS II module. Input
power level will be -20 dBm.
A summary of this data will be recorded in Table VI. The transmission loss
should be less than 4 dB at 1775.5 and 1831.8 MHz. This corresponds to a
noise temperature of less than 440°K. Noise temperature will not be measured

































The nominal center frequency sha l l be f,= ^252' MHz.
Bandpass
+. 55 MHz centered at fy (1 dB - BU)
Bandshape
The bandshape shall be such that the output signal level described in
paragraph 1.1.2.2.2 is achieved at each of the frequencies described
in paragraph 1.1.2.1.1, and that the response +_ 2304 KHz from either of
the frequencies described in paragraph 1.1.2.1.1 varies less than 0.5 dB.
Response 100 MHz from Center of Bandpass
Attenuation at +_ 100 MHz from f_ is more than 10. dB with respect to
response at fj.
Response 150 MHz from Center of Bandpass





The input signal shall be a single angle modulated carrier operating








The extent of the input signal spectrum shall be 2304 KHz from the
carrier frequency to the second null of the spectrum.
1.1.2.1.3 Power Level
The input transmit signal at the input connector of each transceiver
module shall be 13 dBm +_ 1 dB.
1.1.2.2 Output Signal
1.1.2.2.1 Characteristics
The output signal shall be a replica of the single carrier input signal
within the bandwidth of Paragraph 1.1.1.2.
1.1.2.2.2 Transceiver Module Power Output
The output power from each module at either frequency of Paragraph 1.1.2.1.1
will be no less than 35 dBm when terminated in a nominal 50 ft load having







The specifications for the receiver portion of the system are limited to
the transceiver modules inasmuch as the system tests which validate the
receiver performance are not included in this scope of work.
Bandpass Characteristics
The receiver has two frequency bands: one in S-band nominally centered
at 2074 MHz (fRS) and one in L-band nominally centered at 1804 MHz(f_, ). Only tne center module will have an L-band frequency lead. The
banapass centered about the above center frequencies will be the following:
S-band Bandpass
87 MHz centered at fR$ (0.5 dB - BW).
L-band Bandpass
62 MHz centered at fRL (0.5 dB - BW)
S-baM Bandshape .
The bandshape shall be such that the gain (described in Paragraph 1.2.2.2
and noise temperature described 1n Paragraph 1.2.2.4 shall be achieved at
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1.2.1.4 L-band Bandshape
The bandshape shall be such that the less described in Paragraph 1.2.2. 3
and the noise temperatur* described in Paragrap* 1.2.2.5 shall be ach''c-ve<.
at each of the L-band frequencies described in Paragraph 1.2.2.1.1 and
the response + 2304 KHz *>o^  either of the L-band frequencies dsscrib..-d
in Paragraph l.?.l.l vari«s.less t^ .-.n 1.5 .-iE. Only the center module
has L-band capability.
1.2.1.5 Attenuation at fRS +. 100 KHz from f~ is no less than ?5 dR with r-cspe-t
to carrier with 20 dB a: a design goal.
1..-2.1.6 Attenuation at ffic. ^  140 '1Hr fron f... is no l?:v than -•'! d-c- »;i fch -aspect
to the carrier with 4b dC ar, a dssij'i qoal




The input signal shall be a single angle modulated signal operating at a
frequency of 2041.9, 2106.4, 1775.5 or 1831.8 MHz. The bandwidth of
the L-band signal is at most +_ 2.304 KHz from the carrier frequency to
the second null. The S-band signal bandwidth when receiving from the
ground system will be at most 4.6 MHz between second nulls. The S-band
signal bandwidth when receiving fro* the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite shall be 22 MHz.
1.2.2.2 S-Band Receive Electronic Gain
The electronic gain to all signals in the S-band signal bandpass of
Paragraph 1.2.1.1 shall be greater than 25 dB. This gain is measured
from the antenna port of a single transceiver module to the S-band
output port up to an output signal level of 0 dBm.
1.2.2.3 L-Band Electronic Loss
The L-band electronic loss shall be less than 4 dB between the antenna
connector of the central module to the L-band output port.
1.2.2.4 Noise Temperature (S-band)
The S-band transceiver module noise temperature referenced to the module
antenna connector shall be less than 700°K with a design goal of 600°K
over any 10 MHz in the bandpass described in Paragraph 1.2.1.1 when









The L-band noise temperature of the S-band antenna subsystem referenced
to the center module antenna connector shall be less than 440°K over
any 10 MHz in the bandpass described in Paragraph 1.2.1.2 when terminated
into a 50 ohm load.
Suitable Module Temperature Range
To meet all module power, gain, noise figure and phase requirements,
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TABLE I. SPACS II MODULE RECORDED TRANSMITTER DATA
(ROOM TEMPERATURE ONLY)
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•Current measured at 0° phase setting only.
**0n1y 0° setting Is measured on center modules (P/N SK446962-1)
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TABLE I. SPACS II MODULE RECORDED TRANSMITTER DATA
(CONTINUED
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•Current measured at 0° phase setting only.
**0nly 0° setting 1s measured on center modules (P/N SK446962-1)
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TABLE I. SPACS II MODULE RECORDED TRANSMITTER DATA
(CONTINUED)
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TABLE II. SPACS II MODULE RECORDED RECEIVER PHASE AND GAIN DATA
(ROOM TEMPERATURE ONLY)

























































































'Current measured at 0° phase setting only.





TABLE II. SPACS II MODULE RECORDED RECEIVER PHASE AND GAIN DATA
(CONTINUED)
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•Current measured at 0° phase setting only.
**0nly 0° setting is measured on center modules (P/N SK446962-1)
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TABLE II. SPACS II MODULE RECORDED RECEIVER PHASE AND GAIN DATA
(CONTINUED)













































*Current measured at 0° phase setting only.
"Only 0° setting Is measured on center modules (P/N SK446962-1)
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TABLE III. SPACS II MODULE ADDITIONAL RECEIVER TEST DATA
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TABLE IV. SPACS II MODULE DUPLEX EVALUATION





























*TABLE IV. DUPLEX OPERATION CONTINUED, INTERMODULATION PRODUCT








































TABLE V. SPACS II MODULE - DUPLEX OPERATION, PULSE
MODULATION TESTS, PHOTOGRAPHS
2041.9 MHZ
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TABLE I. SPACS 11 MODULE RECORDED TRANSMITTER DATA(ROOM TEMPERATURE ONLY)
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TABLE I. SPACS II MODULE RECORDED TRANSMITTER DATA
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The purpose of this document is to describe the various electrical and mech-
anical tests that will be performed on the DC and logic manifold.
DC MANIFOLD ELECTRICAL TESTS
Continuity tests will be performed on the DC manifold (P/N SK446941) to insure
that there are no shorted or open pins and that the DC manifold conforms to
the requirements called out in Paragraphs 1.2.2, 3.3, and 3.7.4 of Contract
NAS9-14485 (Statement of Work).
DC MANIFOLD COMPATIBILITY CHECKS
The DC manifold will be integrated into the antenna array housing to insure
that it is mechanically compatible with the array hardware. In addition, the
array wiring harness P/N SK446985 will be plugged into the DC manifold connectors.
The appropriate electrical signals will be applied to the array subsystem
connector (SK446943) and the DC manifold will be checked with a digital
voltmeter and oscilloscope to insure that these input signals are distributed
properly to the manifold module connectors (SK446981 and SK 446982).
A further mechanical compatibility check will be made to insure that the T/R
modules will plug into the manifold connectors while it is mounted in the
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The purpose of this document is to describe the test procedure for the
SPACS II seven element phased array antenna subsystem. This subsystem
is composed of a seven element square spiral antenna array, RF (transmit
and receive) manifolds, DC and logic manifold, and seven T/R micro-
electronics modules. Both transmit and receive characteristics of this
subsystem will be measured. A picture of the array is shown in
Figure 1. The array is mounted in a large curved around plane shown in
Figure 2.
TRANSMIT EIRP AND PATTERN TESTS
For purposes of obtaining transmit antenna EIRP and patterns the
equipment will be arranged as shown in the block diagram in Figure 3.
Data will be taken using a rotating linearly polarized receiving horn
in order to display axial ratio. Principal plane patterns for the
assembled array will be taken about 0° (boresight), 35°, and 70° in
the horizontal axis; and 0° (boresight), 25°, and 50° in the vertical
plane. Reference gain levels will be included on these patterns. The
array will be set to the appropriate scan angles by switching the
SPACS control box and manually stepping through each of the module
transmit phase shifters sequentially.
The module phase shifter positions for the measured array patterns
will be as shown in Table 1. Table 2 give the planes of cut and
frequencies of the patterns to be measured. The geometry defining
<(> is shown in Figure 4. The patterns will allow one to obtain sidelobe,
beamwidth, and axial ratio information.
In order to measure the transmit EIRP, the standard gain horn shown in
Figure 3 is used for comparison (substitution method). The RF switch
will be calibrated on an HP network analyzer over the SPACS II frequency
band. Since the standard gain horn (SGH) will be mounted on the rear
of the ground plane, one need only switch the RF and rotate the
positioner 180° in order to obtain a comparison. The input power into
the SPACS II array and standard gain horn will be the same, +23.5 dBm
over the transmit frequency band. Since the gain of the SPACS II array
1s greater than the SGH, linearity in the RF and IF receiving sections
will be checked while transmitting with the SPACS II array. Table 3







SCALE I REV SHEET O
made. Only on-boresight EIRP data is required by the contract.
EIRP values at the additional scan angles are shown for information
purposes only.
Since we will know the input power to the array and since Table 3
includes all the necessary data to calculate the array gain, the
transmit EIRP can also be easily determined. In this instance, the
gain is referred to a matched circularly polarized isotropic source.
The G gain is related to the axial ratio and linear gain via:
Gcp = Glinear * b
I I I .
where
and
G l i n e a r = G S G H + A d B
b = 10 log (1+r2)
r = in'3/20
a = axial ratio in dB
Here G,. is the gain of the maximum envelope of the rotating
linear polarization; and a is the difference between maximum
and minimum envelopes. The terminology is defined more clearly
in Figure 5. Note that in addition to gain versus frequency in
Table 3, we also obtain axial ratio versus frequency.
RECEIVE GAIN AND PATTERN TESTS
For purposes of obtaining receive antenna patterns and gain, the
equipment will be arranged as shown in the block diagram of Figure 6.
Data will be taken using a rotating linearly polarized transmitting
horn in order to display axial ratio. Principal plane patterns will
be taken about 0° (boresight), 35°, and 70° in the horizontal axis;
and 0° (boresight), 25°, and 50" in the vertical plane. Reference
gain levels will be included on these patterns. The array will be set
to the appropriate scan angles by switching the SPACS control box and
manually stepping through each of the module receive phase shifters
sequentially. The module phase receive shifter positions for the
measured array patterns will be the same as shown in Table 1. Table 4
gives the planes of cut and frequencies of the patterns to be measured.
Care must be taken to insure that the transmitting horn is limited in
radiated power so that the SPACS II array is operated in its receiver
linear gain region. This will be checked before tests are made.
Similar gain and axial ratio calculations can be made for the receiver
as was made for the transmitter. Table 5 gives the receive frequencies
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FIGURE 3. .SPACS II ANTENNA ARRAY-TRANSMIT EIRP
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